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Fresh Knowledge Gap

In a fast world, the knowledge
determining the winners and losers is not
captured in books, or even in online
courses. The half-life of relevant insights
are so temporary that we fail to even
make them transferable outside of the
minds of practitioners in small groups.
Perhaps in no other domain is this more
apparent than in Web 3.
In Web 3 the pace of change outstrips
the development of static knowledge at
about 5-8x. This gap is what we call the
Fresh Knowledge Gap. It is the measure
of disparity caused by our inability to
capture relevant knowledge and make it
accessible for others that seek it, let alone
pass recognition to those that share it.
This gap manifests in both people and
companies falling behind at an
increasing rate. We have to face it,
reliance on traditional, ill-equipped
methods of knowledge creation will not
mitigate the risk we all share of leaving
large groups of people behind.

This fresh knowledge gap is manifesting
in mass resignations, economic
disparity, misinformation, and a steady
churn of companies by about 20%
annually. The impact is felt by billions of
people, and costs trillions of dollars, but
the barriers to ﬁx it are no longer
insurmountable.
Due to the intersection of blockchain
and artiﬁcial intelligence we can
transform the pace, incentives and
credibility of tapping into this vast tacit
pool of open-source practitioner
insights. This paper is a glimpse of
what needs to be true about a
democratized knowledgeverse that will
usher in a new era of scaled knowledge
creation and professional development.
As Github is for open source code and
reputation for its creators, OpenCurrnt
is for an army of global fresh knowledge
creators, initially with a focus on all
topics Web 3.
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Today, static knowledge is more
accessible than ever, and while it is still
forming the building blocks of many
professions, it is becoming less of a factor
in ensuring one’s professional success.
Tools have come to replace many
foundational static knowledge sets and
even experiential knowledge, thus
accelerating outcomes and change.

Learning is broken
The jury is not out, advertising
competes for attention and thus
content has become shocking,
polarizing and ﬂat out untrue…anything
to attract eyeballs. For professionals
interested in truth, it has become a full
time job of sifting through scattered,
outdated, biased, and even agenda
driven content. Nowhere else is this
more apparent than in the hyper fast
developments of Web 3.
Not only is the need greater in Web 3,
but the cultural change it represents
has people clamouring for a new user
experience. Individuals are no longer
satisﬁed with being the ‘product’ while
only capturing a small sliver of the value
created. Until this value exchange falls
to the favor of knowledge creators, the
best perspectives will remain untapped.
Professionals NEED:
1.
2.

3.

To engage the most relevant
people related to their passion.
Gain ownership of their ideas,
their proﬁle, and the platform
itself.
Receive reputation and incentives
that reﬂect the value of their
contribution.

For companies:

Keeping up with the pace of change
is a challenge in every industry, and
even more so due to Web 3. As each
day passes the threat of being left
behind grows. Web 3 has become a
subject in boardrooms of companies
looking to learn fast and be an active
participant in the Web 3 movement.
Be that as it may, traditional
companies are unable to ﬁnd reliable
ways to accelerate their learning and
involvement on Web 3 related topics.
Meanwhile Web 3 companies need
the support of mainstream industry if
they are going to achieve the scale
their business models require to be
sustainable. Web 2 and Web 3
Companies NEED:
1.

2.

3.

A way to co-invest directly in
the learning and development
of relevant Web 3 communities.
A reliable way to garner
actionable insights directly
from professional communities
driving change.
More credible thought
leadership that demonstrates
empathy and support of Web 3.
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For professionals:

What is
OpenCurrnt

A git-hub for
knowledge workers
Decentralized platform for open-source
knowledge creation and professional
development for highly credible,
lucrative insights at the speed of
change

Guilds are communities of expertise that work to produce thought leadership, and curate
the most relevant insights for existing and new members. They can be sponsored by
companies or projects by contributing dollars, community or content distribution. While
Guild sponsors enjoy ongoing recognition for their support they have no governance rights
over the Guilds. Guilds are independently governed on the framework provided by the
OpenCurrnt DAO.

●

Bounties are engagements of knowledge creation. On OpenCurrnt, a company, individual
or group of individuals can create a Bounty detailing the knowledge that will be created,
who will contribute, the duration of the engagement, the intended outcome, how proﬁts will
be distributed (if any) and who will own the IP. With that, individual members can apply to
to contribute either thought leadership or pre-purchase. Through an asynchronous,
facilitated discussion, ideas are distilled into insights and published in an array of outputs.

●

Incentives for participation in Bounties are multifaceted
People earn soulbound
recognition (Proof of Passion Tokens) for the merit of their contributions through the
reactions of their peers. They also earn a utility token (CRNC Token) that can be spent on the
platform for more access, or traded for compensation. Furthermore, 100% of revenues
earned from the sale of a report go back to the team in the same ratio of their reputational
tokens earned. Finally, people earn 2% of the value spent or received by people they refer to
the platform.
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●

OpenCurrnt
Knowledgeverse Overview
OpenCurrnt is a Web 3 knowledgeverse for a fast world of fresh knowledge.
Official Website: https://opencurrnt.io/
Token: CRNC
Token Supply: 1,000,000,000
Distribution: 50% Ecosystem Fund; 15% DAO Launch Contributors; 15% Treasury;
10% OpenCurrnt DAO Team; 10% Currnt.com Stakeholders
• Governance: Decentralized Autonomous Organization

OpenCurrnt is a democratized, fresh
knowledge-verse capable of enabling
and rewarding millions of creators
and learners. OpenCurrnt is
governed as a Decentralized
Autonomous Organization by its
members and stakeholders with the
mission to enhance collaborative
knowledge creation and learning with
technology.

Vision.

Mission.

•
•
•
•

Through blockchain technology
and artiﬁcial intelligence we can
signiﬁcantly improve the
ease and incentives to mobilize a
mass of knowledge creators
around fast moving and highly
nuanced topics, thus making
people and their organizations
more resilient and relevant in a
fast world.

DAO Establishment

Beta App Release

Finalize tokenomics and
initial partners

App development in high gear
Community offerings and involvement

Q3 2022

Q1 2023
Q4 2022
Guild Partnership Development
and Beta App Completion
Development of tokenomics
systems of the platform

Q2 2023
Full App Release
Full version and
open access

Building Blocks of The
Knowledgeverse

BOUNTY PLATFORM
EASY access to open-source knowledge
creation in a proven platform; friendly
for Web 2, and scalable for Web 3.

INCENTIVES BY TOKEN
LUCRATIVE ownership of IP, Soul-bound
profile recognition, and engage-to-earn
economics.

GUILDS OF SCALE
CREDIBLE self-governed pools of talent,
co-sponsored by Web 2 and Web 3 to create
massive thought leadership and innovation
in specific domains of expertise.
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Origin of OpenCurrnt

Currnt.com (web 2 Delaware C Corp) connects
companies to their voice of market in custom
Currnt.com connects companies to their voice of market
custom online
online in
facilitated
panels facilitated
to accelerate product
panels to accelerate product market ﬁt. While bespoke
insights
are
in
high
demand, has brought
market ﬁt. This 7 year
endeavour
scale is only achievable through community. Currnt
is enabling
the creation and
of the
clarity
to the opportunity
vision for
OpenCurrnt DAO to enable peer-to-peer growth and
spark
a
fresh
knowledge
revolution.
something truly profound when
enhanced by
blockchain incentives.
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• 7 YRS - OVER $10M • 100+ COMPANIES • 600+ OPEN-SOURCE ENGAGEMENTS •

CURRNT.COM

OPENCURRNT
DAO
Orchestrates platform
management & development,
growing the community, the
incentives governance, and
the offering of services.

Provides technology
services, and facilitates
the enterprise services to
customers of the DAO.

Currnt.com

300
Facilitators

Currnt.com and OpenCurrntDAO
Strategic Relationship
Currnt.com and CurrntDAO will be run as separate
entities and partner on a non-exclusive basis with each
other where it makes sense in the exchange of services
and access to community. Currnt.com will maintain its
Delaware incorporation status and continue to reﬂect the
interests of its investors and employees, and be a vehicle
for ﬁat based buyers to procure enterprise services of the
DAO. OpenCurrnt DAO will independently own and
operate all the assets related to the community. All
transactions between Currnt.com and the DAO will be
made transparent via the DAO to its governing members.

65
Content
Developers

40
Independent
Delivery
Partners

15
Support
/ Sales

40,000
MEMBERS
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Incentives are Lucrative
and Appeal to Web 2 and
Web 3

Share and learn with equal caliber
peers

INSIGHTS

Professional networking

RELATIONSHIPS

REVENUE

Revenue share through marketplace
sales

$

REPUTATION

REWARDS

CONTROL

PoP

Soulbound Proof of Passion through
peer validation

Spendable and tradeable utility token

PoP x CRNC= Voting Power

G

Communities of Experts
Jointly Sponsored by
Web 2 and Web 3 Companies

Expert GUILDS allow Web 2 & Web 3 companies to co-invest directly into
the learning and development of specific areas of expertise of their
mutual interest. Expert Guild communities work independently to develop
much needed thought leadership, and growth. Guild sponsors earn branded
recognition through massive amounts of published thought leadership.
●
●
●

Web 2 Companies provide jumpstart funding
Web 3 Projects provide passionate community
Media companies provide distribution of insights

The OpenCurrnt Knowledgeverse DAO match-makes the sponsors and then lets
Guilds publish expert vetted insights with ease, affordability, with the
quality of a market research company.

SEE EXAMPLES OF OUTPUTS
EXEC. SUMMARIES
INFOGRAPHICS

SOCIAL POSTS

PODCASTS
MOBILE E-BOOK

WHITE-PAPERS

BLOGS

REPORTS

Payments

Defi

NFT

Web 3.0

WEB 2.0

EXPERT GUILDS ARE TO KNOWLEDGEVERSE AS LAND IS TO METAVERSE

Business Model
100% of economic growth comes as a direct result of community growth and (unlike
advertising models) the quality of its engagement. Each Guild is responsible for
creating partnerships and sponsorships to increase its distribution, funding,
community growth and revenue opportunities.

GUILDS

1

MEMBERS

2

BOUNTIES

4

DATA

3
Enterprise
Engagement
(Currnt.com)

There are four revenue bearing ﬂywheel effects that contribute to the treasury of
OpenCurrnt DAO.

Flywheel effects:
1.

Guild Sponsorship Grows Members: Companies sponsor guilds to demonstrate
leadership in the growth of Web 3, fueling growth to insights and members. The more
members the guild gains, the more funding they receive for growth activities by
referral funds from the DAO.

2.

Members Create Bounties: Guilds and Members initiate Bounties on the platform
thus creating opportunities for more members to the platform.

3.

Members Drive Enterprise Revenue: The more members there are (historically 10%
are potential enterprise buyers; and 1 in 100 of those buy an enterprise license), thus
creating more bounties.

4.

Data Enhances Engagement: The more bounties, the more interaction we can learn
from, the better the data becomes, the better the engagements becom, thus the more
engagements there are, the more data there is.

Sustainable Tokenonomics Fueled By
Sponsorship and Marketplace Utility
OpenCurrnt DAO
Treasury mints or
buys token from the
open market

GUILDS
Communities of experts
sponsored by companies
Sponsors back Guilds
with cash and
community

Metaverse
Guild

Guilds fund bounties
paid via token

BOUNTIES
Knowledge creation projects

Optional

Ex: “Lets create a report on
‘future of payments in the
metaverse’

Engage-to-Earn
Points

Guild funded incentives
+
Soulbound tokens
recognize expertise

PoP
Proof of
Passion (PoP)
soulbound
tokens
recognize
expertise and
amps voting
power

Marketplace

Buyers

10% + $

Members earn token
when people they
refer earn/spend
token or dollars

100%
Zero network fees

Participants spend
token on proﬁle
visibility, tools, or
access; or sell it in
DEX

Participants

Currntcy is
a utility
token for
spending
and voting

DAO Operations
Daily Points Earn Reputation (PoP) and Rewards (Currntcy)

Proof of Passion (PoP) Token:

PoP

On chain validation of subject expertise.
Minted every 28 hours and distributed to those who
earned points during that period.
Non-tradeable: Accrues in member’s wallets on badges,
provides platform privileges,and accelerates voting
power.

Currnt (Crnc) Token:
10% of all invoices is charged to buyers that the DAO
uses to buy back Currntcy from the market. Currntcy
rewards people when someone they have invited to the
platform earns dollar or receives significant levels
of PoP. Currntcy is bought and staked on Bounties to
ensure parties fulfill their commitments. Redeemable
and tradeable in-platform and on external exchanges.

Crnc

PoP

1,000,000,000

100,000,000,000

Transferable

Yes

No

Tradable

Yes

No

NFT-able

No

Yes

Purchasable

Yes

No

Earned

Yes

Yes

Voting Power

Yes

Amplifies Voting

ERC-20

ERC-1155/721

Limited

Type

The Team

Key Advisors

TOM O’MALLEY

CEO & Co-Founder, B2B
Research and Strategy,
Product; Currnt;
Emory, Booth - University
of Chicago MBA

Art Malkov
Growth Ofﬁcer
Branding, Marketing
IOTEX, Zilliqa,
Polymarket, Forbes
Council,
EMMANUEL RANDON
Head of Product &
Co-Founder, Currnt;
Computer Science &
Software Engineering

ZACH ERAS
Guild Growth
Blockchain Researcher;
Web 3 Writer

ALEKSA MIL
Governance and
Operations;
Compliance & Legal;
Women in Web 3; Deﬁ
Litigation; Web 2-3 Bridge;
Writer
RANI BARBARA
Web 3 Founder;
Computational
Neuroscience;
AI/Machine Learning;
Blockchain Architecture
Base in Tel-Aviv Israel,

ERIC HILL
Entrepreneur, lawyer,
corporate director.
Blockchain advisory, DeFi,
DAO governance, NFTs,
identity, privacy and data;
Chief Legal Ofﬁcer Lido,
Active advisor to Bankless
DAO, ShapeShift DAO,
and Polygon

DAVID B. WRIGHT
David has been a critical
advisor to Currnt.com since
2016, bringing considerable
operations and
management experience
gained from leadership
positions in diverse
businesses. Since 2014, he
has been managing
partner of IC Ventures. Mr.
Wright also serves as
executive chairman of
Twist Capital, a private
equity growth ﬁrm
founded in 2020.

MO WALJI
Mo is the the head of
partnerships at
BlockChainSpace. Gaming
guilds, marketing, retail
fundraising, investor
relations

ALEX LIANG
Partner, Oriza
Ventures
Venture Capitalist in
Artiﬁcial Intelligence
and Web 3

ULLAS NAIK
Ullas is a seasoned
venture capitalist,
angel investor and
entrepreneur with over
two decades of
entrepreneurial and
early-stage investment
experience across over
300 companies. Prior to
founding Streamlined
Ventures, he
co-founded investment
ﬁrm Cota Capital.

SVEN BOERMEESTER
Founder and CEO of
Global Village Ventures
LLC (USA) and Global
Village Publishing Inc
(Canada), an
international
publishing house
producing, amongst
other projects, the
successful "Best of
"series and "Innovate"
series in over 60
countries around the
world.

